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County Cup Round Up 

Rushmere sub sinks Argyle 
Second half substitute Mahmood Sbai scored the winner ten minutes from 

time to give Rushmere Reserves the verdict 3-2 against Wootton Hill Argyle 

in the fourth round of the HAMPSHIRE SUNDAY VASE.     Argyle opened 

the scoring in the early minutes but Rushmere equalised in the 30th minute 

through Steve Mackay and went ahead on the stroke of half time with a 

goal from Tom Rowland.    Argyle levelled after the break though and 

Rushmere’s decision to bring Mahmood Sbai on midway through the 

second half paid off when he sank Argyle with his 80th minute strike.   

Rushmere are away to White Horse (Portsmouth) on Sunday in round five 

with a place in the quarter finals at stake. 

Kevin Crabb and Matt Knight gave Bournemouth Sports the edge 2-1 

against Crofton Saints in the fourth round of the HAMPSHIRE SUNDAY 

TROPHY to book themselves a place in the quarter finals. 

Senyek Sports’ DORSET SUNDAY CHALLENGE CUP run came to an end 

when their long awaited quarter final with Sturminster Rovers ended in a 

disappointing 6-0 defeat. 

 

BDFA Camerons Cup Round Up 

Dynamos produce a massive Cup shock 
Division Five promotion contenders Muscliff Dynamos produced a massive shock in the fourth round of the 

BDFA CAMERONS CUP when they surprised First Division T.G.C. 2-1.   

Spencer Lummis struck twice, one of which was a penalty, to give the Dynamos a two goal lead before half 

time.     Christopher Houlihan halved the deficit after the break but Dynamos held onto their slender lead 

to record a memorable victory. 

Ed Ewens bagged a brace when hundred per cent Division Two leaders Bournemouth Manor Reserves 

swept Wallisdown Wanderers aside 5-0.   Substitute Matty Chapman-Burnett added two more with fellow 

substitute Wes Hayward also on target. 

Westover Bournemouth were also 5-0 winners when they hosted Nelson Athletic.    Sam Beale and George 

Corbin both struck twice with the other goal coming from substitute Ollie Gedge. 

 



M.A. Hart Cup Round Up 

Cup holders bow out to Kraken  
M.A. HART ROBBINS CUP holders FC Hajduk opened the scoring after 35 minutes with an excellent 30 yard 

effort from Jack Myers in their quarter final with Kraken Sports.    Kraken equalised though when Shane 

Barney provided the assist for substitute Usman Zadran’s 75th minute strike and he scored the winner 

himself from the penalty spot five minutes from time to give Kraken the verdict 2-1.    It was just the 

response Kraken manager Mat Roles would have been looking for after his side crashed out of the Dorset 

Sunday Challenge Cup recently in a shock quarter final defeat. 

Domenico Panesar-Dower netted for Wiseguys but Second Division East Christchurch Athletic ousted them 

3-1 thanks to Jamie Morgan and a couple of goals from River Smith. 

In the other quarter final, Simon Davis scored the vital 

goal when West Howe eased through 1-0 against Third 

Division JP Morgan. 

Adam Louka netted for Bournemouth Electric in the 

third round tie but Division One leaders East 

Christchurch SSC powered their way through to the 

quarter finals 5-1 thanks to substitute Pete Old and two 

apiece from Alex Whitehouse and Dan Hancock. 

 

Harry Smith bagged a hat-trick for AFC Burton and, with Jack Naerger also on target, they had a 4-0 victory 

against Division Two rivals Scott V in their M.A. HART IN-EXCESS CUP quarter final.      AFC Burton’s 

opponents in the semi final will be local rivals East Christchurch Athletic. 

 

 

ADAM’s BRACE PUTS BOURNE IN 

FINAL 
Seasoned campaigner Jon Spooner gave Hordle Spurs Reserves a 15th minute 

lead in their M.A. HART HARRY CORNISH CUP semi final with Bourne and they 

came close to doubling their lead against the Division Four high flyers.    Bourne 

regained their composure though, and equalised through Kieron Denty three 

minutes before the interval.    Bourne were stronger after the break and they 

booked their place in the Hurn Bridge final when two second half goals from 

Adam Abo-Rashed ensured a 3-1 victory.  
 

 



M.A. Hart Bournemouth League 

NMO move off the bottom  
NMO move off the bottom of DIVISION TWO after upending fellow strugglers Rushmere 4-0 thanks to a 

Kelvin Church brace and further goals from Issac Hobby and substitute Ethan Speechley-Price.     It was 

NMO’s first points of the season and they climb above Rushmere by virtue of having a better goal 

difference. 

Camerons’ hopes of getting anything out of their game with Boscombe Celtic evaporated when they were 

reduced to nine men following the dismissals of Paul Brandreth before the interval and Anos Elferjani in 

the second half.     Kayne Barnett halved the deficit for Camerons between the two dismissals but 

Boscombe Celtic emerged 4-1 winners thanks to Jake Poynter, Carl Charman, and a couple of goals from 

Alex Hawey. 

 

Poole Rovers’ perfect record in DIVISION THREE was ruined when first half goals from Toby Williams and 

Scott Roberts ensured a 2-0 success for Alderney Manor     Alderney move up to third place of goal 

difference, a point adrift of hundred per cent leaders Grange Athletic. 

Meanwhile, at the other end of the table, Bournemouth Athletic haul themselves off the bottom after Rich 

Townsend and Max Williams gave them the edge 2-1 against Boscombe Celtic Reserves who replied 

through Kevin Butler. 

 

Spurs pip rivals to take over on top  
Hordle Spurs take over on top of DIVISION FOUR after just getting the better of Camerons Reserves 3-2.    

Jack Roberts struck for Spurs in the 10th minute but Camerons led 2-1 at the interval thanks to a couple of 

goals from Rob Hepple.     Half time substitute Ashley Booker put Spurs on terms seven minutes into the 

second half and Jack Roberts scored his second goal of the game in the 70th minute to clinch the three 

points.   Camerons, meanwhile, drop back to third place.   

Louie Dacombe netted for Forest United but Poole Wanderers leap frog them after winning the middle of 

the table battle 2-1 with a 33rd minute strike from Robert Cole and an 80th minute winner from Billy Arnett 

on his debut for the Club. 

Will Lambert and substitute Nick Van Lawick struck for Academy but A.P.R. had the upper hand 4-2 thanks 

to Lee Rimmer’s hat-trick and a goal from Dan Excell. 

Tom Carter, Matt Sidney and  Jai Luk-Paszyc scored for tailenders Knights but Woodville Wanderers were 

5-3 winners in the basement battle with Linton Robertson and Phil Maidment nabbing two apiece while 

substitute Rob Scadding scored the other one. 

 

Jack Delves netted for New Forest Rangers but the DIVISION FIVE pacesetters had to settle for a point 

when substitute Mike Quinn earned Southside Vipers a 1-1 draw. 



Tailenders Bournemouth Poppies netted through Sean Eaton and Keiran Bush but New Milton Borough got 

the better of them 4-2 thanks to Tony Ambrose, Kane Dickinson, and a couple of goals from Charlie 

Heggan. 

 

Southbourne go six points clear 
Southbourne Athletic Reserves are six points clear at the top of DIVISION SIX after a Denis Clewes strike 

ten minutes into the second half clinched a 1-0 win over U.T.F.L. 

New Milton Borough Reserves go second on goal difference after their 3-0 success against Church Hill 

United through Timi Toviho and a couple of goals from Alex Robbins. 

Simao Teixeira put CST South United in front after 14 minutes against Woodville Wanderers Reserves and 

Alex Canning added a second ten minutes before the interval.   They finished 3-0 winners after a further 

goal in the second half from substitute Rob Coley. 

Robbie Cowler struck twice for bottom placed Upton Sociedad but Longfleet scuppered them 5-2 courtesy 

of a Jamie Bowers brace and further goals from Oscar Liankatawa, Deakon Brown, and substitute Liam 

Bowers.     

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 


